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fig: Location of Spain on a Europe map

fig: Map of Spain and its region

Spain is located in extreme
southwestern Europe. It occupies
about 85 percent of the Iberian
Peninsula, which it shares with its
smaller neighbour Portugal.
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Climate of Spain
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Mediterranean with Mild
And Sunny Climate

Hot in Summer
Mild Cold in Winter

Hot Summer
And Cold Winter

Cool,Humid and Rainy
Climate

Cold Depending on 
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Spain is not always warm and sunny but as if you exclude the north-facing coast, in
much of Spain the summer is hot, dry and sunny



Spain has been invaded and inhabited by many different peoples.These outsiders
found a mosaic of peoples, collectively known as the Iberians, who did not have a
single culture or even share a single language.
Spanish culture is a good mix of native culture and influenced by other Western
cultures.There are some striking distinctions however, such as the nature of the work
day.Traditionally, lunch and dinner in Spain are taken quite late in the day (between
2-3 PM and between 9-10 PM).Spanish culture is also highly regarded for its art,
literature, philosophy, and music.
The official language of Spain is Castilian, which is a Spanish dialect. It is the
country’s most widely spoken language, and outside Spain it is generally known as
Spanish.The constitution of Spain allows for its autonomous communities to
recognize their dominant regional languages and dialects as having official status
along with Castilian.English is a reasonably popular language in the more modern
parts of Spain.

Spain People
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Post lunch, it is

customary to take a nap

- siesta.Most businesses

are closed and is a long

break—generally two to

five hours long—in the

middle of the day,

People,Culture and Language
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There are lots of undergraduate and postgraduate
courses available in a teaching system that
ensures a balance between theory and practice.
Spain also offers internships and other experience
in its many valued companies.

Why Study in Spain

Higher Education System
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Learn the Language
Spanish is spoken across a wide range of various other continents and across,
Spanish, as of now is the second most spoken language worldwide. Many
universities offer Spanish courses to international students. Classroom
combined with the ability to apply it immediately in the streets of Spain ensures
that one learns the language for life.

Mandarin Chinese

Spanish

English

Hindi

918 million 
people speak 

460 million 
people speak 

379 million 
people speak 

341 million 
people speak 

*data taken from visualcapitalist.com
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Amazing History and Culture

Spain offers ample opportunities to learn about all of Western Europe.
The history of Spain is even tied to its latest historic culture, as it can
even be seen in the music,education, architecture, infrastructure and even
more.
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Spanish education system 

Students may even opt for the

two years of occupational

training instead and qualify as

a tecnico or technician. With

this, they may enter the

workforce and enrol later in a

higher technical program after

acquiring related experience.

Vocational Education
There are two forms of the post-

secondary education school,one

leading to the title of the Tecnico

Superior after a time period of 2

years.All the students who

attended academic higher

secondary school may even go

directly on to anyone of the 60

Spanish universities provided that

first pass entrance examination.

Tertiary Education



Academic transcripts
Academic transcripts from previous education qualifications are the first step in
applying. If the current program is incomplete, they may either require predicted grades,
or more commonly,universities offer a conditional offer

The following documents are required in order to apply to colleges in Spain

Applying & Admissions

Spanish knowledge
Proof of knowing Spanish is also important since many courses are taught in Spanish

English language proficiency test
English language proficiency test score, from tests such as the IELTS or the TOEFL

Entrance Exam
For undergraduate programs, standardised tests such as the SAT or the ACT may be
required,although this is not common. Sometimes students may also be required to sit
for an entrance test.

Letter of Recommendation
Some universities may also require statements of purpose and/or letters of
recommendation.
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Requirements to apply for the Visa:
A Valid Passport

Proof of financial resources 
that is Scholarship award,Letter
Deposit,Statement Loan agreement
 & Letter of sponsorship (any one).

Proof that you have medical insurance
and medical certificate confirming that
you don’t have any diseases

Details of the study, training, or research
that you’ll be doing in Spain, including
the hours of study per week (20 at least)

Once students have their visa and land in Spain, if
you stay more than 6 months, they must apply a
residence permit by contacting the local Foreigners
Office (Oficina de Extranjeros) or police station.

Student Permits & Visa
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There are three kinds of visa procedures in Spain, depending on the duration of study.

You’ll need an open student
visa (type D) and a 
student’s residence permit
or Foreigner Identity Card
(TIE) within 30 days of your
arrival in Spain from your
local Foreigner’s Office or
police station.

A student visa is required.
This is the Student D Visa.
If it’s stamped ‘180 days
total studies’, you won’t be
able to get a residence card
(tarjeta de identidad de
extranjero or TIE) that
allows you to work in Spain.

Not need a visa unless you
come from a country for
which a visa is required to
enter Spain normally.

Less Than 90 days
90-180 days More Than

180 days

Information about where you’ll be living

A criminal record certificate issued in
the last five years by the relevant
authorities in your home
country

Requirements to apply for Resident permit:

Passport or national ID valid for at least
6 months

Completed application form (available
from the office)

Photocopy of the passport stamp
showing your entry into Spain

Acceptance documentation from the
educational institution confirming the
course

Letter of residency or census
registration (empadronamiento), 
which is confirmation that you live in
Spain.You can get this from the police
station if you present them with your
passport, rental contract or utility bill.

Three recent passport size photos



Average annual tuition fees at public universities are given below, depending on the level
of the program. These figures are indicative and are not meant to be accurate, since
these figures vary depending on university, program and subject. Private universities are
likely to cost more.

Finance

Undergraduate Programs : €750-€2,100 (approx. INR 65,000 to 2 lakhs) per year
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Postgraduate Programs : €1,320-€4,320 (approx. INR 1.2 - 3.7 lakhs) per year

Average living costs : €10,800-13,200 (approx. INR 9.2 - 11.2 lakhs) per year



The Spanish residence permit entitles you to work either part-time or in a
temporary position,so long as you’re not using the money you earn to support
yourself while you’re in Spain. You can work up to 20 hours a week while studying
as long as it doesn’t interfere with your studies. 

Your employer will need to get a work permit for you from the Foreigner’s Office.
Your employment contract cannot exceed the duration of the study visa.
Internships part of your course/studies don’t need a work permit

Working While Studying
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In order to work in Spain, one must have a work permit. Students must have a job
in hand before being able to apply for a work permit. After you have secured a job,
your employer must request authorization – a work permit – for you to legally work
in Spain.

This will be granted if the job is listed as a Shortage Occupation or if the vacancy
has been advertised and there are no other suitable candidates from Spain or the
EU. Once authorization to work has been granted, which will be combined with your
residence permit, you can apply for a visa.Your employer will submit an application
for a work permit to the provincial office of the Ministry of Labour (Delegación
Provincial del Ministerio de Trabajo e Inmigración) on your behalf.

The work permit is valid for a year and can be renewed. Normally, you can switch
jobs within the same sector. After spending five years with a work permit, you are
eligible to apply for permanent residence.
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Working After Studying



Student life in Spain can be a fun learning experience. All throughout the
country you will find serene, beautiful lands filled with nature and inspiration.
Spain offers a fun environment day in and day out, and all of the colleges offer
an array of activities for students to participate and engage in. While learning
you can always expect to receive a top notch learning opportunity from highly
qualified instructors who really care about their students learning and excelling
in all areas of their lives.
Even if you choose English classes, do be prepared to learn Spanish anyway.
Knowing Spanish can greatly improve the cultural experience of living in Spain.
Simply being around peers and in the country will help you quickly adapt to the
language and the culture.

Living in Spain
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